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It’s unavoidable - hard drives crash, a there are natural disasters, users make mistakes, a virus or malware infects your computers, or a hacker does a 
denial of service attack and locks you out of your computer. There are all sorts of problems that can cause you to lose your important documents, all 
of your family photos, etc. So what is the solution? A diligent backup program. I have read that some computer experts advocate having three 
backups - one onsite, one in the cloud, and a one stored away in a safety deposit box. The number of backups that you make is a personal choice. 
But whether it’s one or three - you need to have a backup regime.

Get Backup Pro is a full featured backup program that should cover all of your backup needs. It is also a good addition to Time Machine since it 
has extra features that Time machine does not have.

The Get Backup Pro application allows you to back up files and folders in the original or compressed format and then restore them back. It can 
synchronize the content between folders keeping the most recent versions of files. It can backup to external devices and drives or to network volumes 
that can be auto-mounted. It can also create a bootable clone of a volume of a internal or external drive. Tasks can be run manually or automatically 
according to a schedule. 

Interface
The Get Backup Pro window is divided into several parts (Figure 1). In the upper left corner are four buttons/tabs. These are for: Backup, 

Archive, Clone, and Synchronize.
Under those is the “List of Projects” area. In other words, every backup or synchronize project that you make is listed there. For example:

•  I have three projects to backup my Mail and Safari folders. One to backup up every day a second to back up every week and a third to backup 
monthly (yeah I know - overkill). This way if my Mail folder somehow gets corrupted and it was already backed up with the daily backup, I can 
revert to the weekly backup, etc. It won’t have the last few days worth of emails, but it would have all of the rest. 

• I created backup projects for each of my hard drives since I have important documents, etc. on those drives. I also made backups for my clipart 
library, music library, etc. 
You might say - “Isn’t that a lot of bother?” Not really. Once I set up my backup projects, I assign a time for Get Backup Pro to automatically 

back each one up. After that - out of sight out of mind. I don’t worry about it.

Figure 1. This is Get Backup’s main window with the “Synchronizing” tab selected. It shows nine scheduled backups. The 
arrow at the center top shows that the Clipart backup is a one way synchronize from the original to the backup location.



Backup Types
• Backups: A backup places copies of files in another location 

preserving the original formats of these files.
- Full Backups: A full backup contains copies of all files and folders 

listed in the backup project. The archives can either be full-sized or 
you enable the compression feature and the archive can be smaller.

- Incremental backups: This will backup only the files that have 
changed since the last full or incremental backup. The Full and all 
of the Incremental archives need to be present to restore your files.

- Versioned backups: This will make a completely new backup of all 
your files which will sit along side the previous backup. Only the last 
version is needed to restore your files. But keeping the previous 
version lets you retrieve earlier copies of your documents.

• Archive: This stores files inside an archive. This keeps only the most 
recent version of your files. You can choose to encrypt backups and 
even set the level of encryption, from AES-128, AES-256, Blowfish, 
or Triple DES.

• Disk Cloning: This duplicates your entire volume including the 
system files. So you can boot from this duplicate drive (this works with either APFS or traditional HFS+ formats). 

• Synchronizing: Synchronization is used to ensure that the contents of two folders (whether they are on the same volume or on two different 
volumes) are the same. Synchronization updates only files that have been changed, keeping only the most recent 
versions. 

Normally when you synchronize files, it is one way - from the source to the destination. But there can be instances 
where there is a newer file on the destination folder. Get Backup Pro has this covered by offering two-way 
synchronization. This way whatever is the newest file will be copied to the opposite location. Thus both locations will be 
up-to-date.
Get Backup Pro also allows you to create scheduled backups using templates for apps like iTunes, Mail, Photos, 

Contacts and the Documents folder (Figure 3).

Disk Image Backups
You can choose to create a disk image on the selected storage device when you set up a new backup project. A disk 

image can have a file system that is different from one the physical storage has. Get Backup mounts and unmounts disk 
images automatically when it backs up or restores files. Since disk images are fully supported by macOS, you can mount 
them manually in the Finder and access your files without Get Backup.

Disk Images can be encrypted (requiring a password to open) or you can set them up with no encryption.

Burning Backups on CD, DVD or Blu-ray
Get Backup allows you to use the disc burning capabilities provided by macOS to save your backup archives directly to CD, DVD or Blu-ray 

discs (Figure 2). Either incremental or full backups can be saved to these disk.

The Skinny
Evaluation: Get Backup is very simple to use. After picking the type of backup that you want it to perform, all you have to do is drag the folders, etc. 
that you want backed up onto the Get Backup Pro window. Being able to backup, synchronize and clone volumes makes Get Backup Pro a handy 
tool to have. I did have a couple of “glitches” with Get Backup Pro, but the tech support is helping me fix these. If you are interested, I suggest that 
you download the trial copy to see if it does what you want before purchasing it.
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Figure 2. Your backups aren’t confined to hard drives, you can also 
backup to multiple CD, DVD or Blu-ray discs.

Figure 3. There are 
templates that you can 
use to quickly add 
commonly backed up 
Apps and folders to 
your backup projects.
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